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Mastercard and Visa dive
deeper into the biometric
payments space with new
partnerships
Article

Both card networks struck new deals in the biometrics space, which is expected to be worth

$82.8 billion by 2027.

https://www.biometricupdate.com/202010/global-biometrics-market-forecast-to-surpass-82b-by-2027-despite-pandemic
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Here’s what you need to know:

These moves can help Visa and Mastercard stay on top of an emerging payments trend.
Thirty-seven percent of global consumers said they are at least somewhat comfortable with

the idea of biometric payments, according to a Mastercard survey. More people may have

been willing to try this method in the last year after the pandemic pushed consumers to adopt

new digital payment forms, including contactless payments. And this trend looks sticky: 93%

of global consumers would consider using at least one emerging payment trend in the next

year, per Mastercard. Visa’s and Mastercard’s latest biometric partnerships get them more

involved in an increasingly popular space, which can help prevent them from losing market

share to fintechs and remain leaders in the payments industry.

They also complement the issuers’ existing fraud prevention initiatives. The pandemic

opened the door to a deluge of fraud, particularly ecommerce fraud, which hit $17.5 billion in

2020 and is expected to break $20 billion this year, per Juniper Research—heightening the

need for stronger payment authentication solutions. This could also be why both card

networks ramped up their identification services: Visa recently invested in biometric

authentication startup LoginID, and Mastercard just acquired digital identification platform

Ekata. Visa and Mastercard’s recent partnerships in the biometrics space might push more

merchants and financial institutions to work with them so they can use those value-added

services.

Mastercard partnered with FinGo to bring the �ntech’s biometric authentication o�ering to
global markets. FinGo lets users verify their identities and authenticate transactions using

their unique finger vein patterns. The partnership gives FinGo access to Mastercard’s white-

label payment processing solution, Mastercard Payments Services Gateway (MPSG), to help

it grow its footprint in the Middle East, North Africa, Asia Pacific, Australia, and North

America.

Visa brought a biometric authentication solution to the UAE’s Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank
(ADIB). The partnership uses Visa Consumer Authentication Service, which uses nontraditional

payment verification methods like fingerprint and facial recognition. Through this integration,

bank customers can use the tech to validate online transactions through the ADIB mobile app.

It’s also the UAE’s first biometric authentication solution for ecommerce transactions.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/consumers-aren-t-universally-comfortable-with-biometric-payments-here-s-how-payment-providers-skeptics-fence-sitters-on-board-with-emer
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